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Models and data collide in Madagascar
Cara Brook - PhD student in the Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology at Princeton University, as well
as an ICI3D alum and junior instructor.
They say that those who drink the water from the
Manangareza River always find their way back to
Madagascar. And, indeed, I can’t seem to pull myself
away.
As a PhD student in Ecology and Evolutionary
Biology at Princeton University, I have spent more
than half of the past four years of my dissertation
work on the so-called Eighth Continent of
Madagascar, where I study the transmission
dynamics of zoonotic viruses like SARs, Nipah, and
Ebola, which jump the species barrier from bat
reservoirs to human hosts. I spent the majority of my
early doctoral research years chasing down fruit bats
with mist-nets and collecting biological samples all
across this remote island nation.
For one who was originally drawn to ecology out of a
fervent love for the outdoors, I feel almost
embarrassed to admit that I have spent most of 2016
coding equations into the R console (an opensource
programming software) on my laptop, or sometimes,
scrupulously measuring RNA into an Eppendorf tube
at the lab bench. My only defence is to say that I have
discovered a passion for science that burns with equal
potency, and I have realized that my many months of
bat netting under the inky black of a Malagasy sky
can only tell me one part of the bigger truth.
My favourite author, John Steinbeck, said it best in
his ecological treatise, The Log from the Sea of
Cortez: “We could, if we wished, describe the sierra
[a ray-finned bony fish] thus: "D. XVII-15-IX; A. II15-IX," but also we could see the fish alive and
swimming, feel it plunge against the lines, drag it
thrashing over the rail, and even finally eat it…
Spine-count description need not suffer because
another approach is also used. Perhaps out of the two
approaches, we thought, there might emerge a picture
more complete and even more accurate than either
alone could produce.”
The pursuit of this more complete picture has taken
me out of the field and into the office and the lab.
The past few years have witnessed me develop into
an epidemiological modeller in the same mould as so
many SACEMA researchers. I code up systems of
equations that describe populations of bats as they
move between susceptible, infected, and recovered
statuses, and I use statistical fitting methods to find

the equations that best match my data. Most
infectious disease modellers fit their equations to
time series of public health data, but in my case,
where data are not so easy to come by, I am forced to
build my own time series—hence all the months and
months of bat netting and, now, all the laboratory
work that goes with it.
Classifying bats according to infectious states
My research investigates the extent to which bats
might represent “special” reservoirs for emerging
viruses. Bats show no demonstrable ‘sickness’ when
infected by many of the same viruses so pathogenic
in humans and other mammals, and researchers like
me want to know why. In particular, we’ve noticed
that transmission of these viruses—both between bats
and from bats to humans—tends to occur at the end
of the dry season in all countries studied. This
observation has led us to two hypotheses for how
viruses might persist in wild bat populations: (1)
They could be immunizing in much the same way as
childhood measles, infecting a new crop of baby bats
each year with the annual dry season birth pulse, then
getting cleared, and leaving immune bats in their
wake. Or (2) they might act more like human
herpesviruses, which are maintained in dormancy
throughout much of the year but shed seasonally in
individuals immunocompromised by nutritional or
reproductive stress.
In order to differentiate between these hypotheses,
much of my laboratory work attempts to identify a
given bat’s infection status with a particular pathogen
at a given point in time—essentially, we class bats
into the same “susceptible,” “infected,” or
“recovered” states recapitulated in the models coded
into my R console.
In the field, this means catching bats and collecting
biological samples, which we examine for various
pathogens. We collect blood, which we centrifuge
and separate into serum and red blood cell. From red
blood cell, we extract DNA, which we match to
primers for bacterial pathogens like Bartonella spp.
or protozoa like malaria. We amplify this DNA via
PCR and read these results via electrophoresis on an
agarose gel. If positive, we conclude that this bat
might belong in the “infected” class for these
pathogens.
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Such classification is harder for thhe elusive R
RNA
viruses—
—my favourite zoonoses—beecause we do not
lethally sample
s
any baats to hunt foor virus hidingg in
their tisssues. Rather, we attemptt to catch viral
v
shedding events by exxtracting RNA
A from preserrved
samples oof faeces, uriine, and salivva collected uppon
capture. S
Sometimes wee get lucky and we convert this
RNA to ccDNA and runn it through oour PCR pipelline.
If not, wee often turn too serological ddata to fill in the
gaps.
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In the labb, we conduct binding assayys on bat serum
identify the presencee of antiboddies to differrent
viruses, thhus hinting at a history of ppast exposure and
present im
mmunity to thhe pathogen inn question. In our
models, we then plaace "seroposiitive" (antiboodypositive) bats in the ‘reecovered’ classs.
So far, oour data pointts strongly tow
wards a storyy of
persistentt viral infection and periodic sheddiing,
though it will likely be many more years before we
truly undderstand the mechanisms at play in our
system. In the meanntime, we chhip away at the
problem, gathering evvidence in puursuit of a m
more
complete picture.
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RNA. There iss something eeven

m
more amazing about the facct that I caughht these bats
m
myself, and I recognize theeir sample nuumbers. Just
laast week, I eextracted RNA
A from a faeecal sample
fr
from ANDH11, an Eidolon dupreanum
m bat from
A
Ankarana National Park inn northern Maadagascar. I
remember him
m because his number is unnusual—one
oof the few timees we netted aat a feeding treee instead of
ccave roost—annd because wee caught him oon the night
oof my twenty--seventh birthhday. When hhe comes up
ppositive sheddding paramyxxovirus in oour PCR, I
pprocess this information witth quiet revereence. This is
thhe awe-inspirring power off research: eveerything we
leearn adds som
me new knowleedge to the woorld.
I had just-turrned twenty-seven when we caught
A
ANDH1—andd already threee years into myy PhD—and
I will be goingg on twenty-niine in a few shhort months.
T
The shocking thing
t
about Am
merican PhDss is that they
aare really veryy long. You’rre young wheen you start
aand not-so-youung when yoou finish, andd I am just
aabout finished…
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I remember sso vividly thee idealistic development
d
w
worker who fiirst came to M
Madagascar baack in 2010,
ddrank the wateer from the Manangareza, aand has been
innextricably boound to this ccountry ever since. I have
ccome a long w
ways since theen—we have ccome a long
w
ways, I shouuld say, for my forever-ccollaborator,
U
University of A
Antananarivo PhD student,, and fellow
Innternational C
Clinics on Infeectious Diseasse Dynamics
aand Data (ICI33D) alum, Chrristian Ranaivoson, is still
bby my side.
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E2M2: Eccological and Epidemiologiical Modellingg in
Madagascar
Bringing our work fittingly full circlle, Christian annd I
journeyedd to Centre ValBio Research Centerr in
Ranomafa
fana National Park in Deecember 2016—
where, loong ago, at thhe beginning of my PhD, we
once thouught we mightt do field workk. Instead of field
f
supplies, though, we bbrought generrous grant mooney
from the healthcare NG
GO, PIVOT, aand we taught the
inaugurall E2M2: Ecoological and Epidemiologgical
Modelingg in Madaggascar. This workshop w
was
inspired by the ICI3D
D program’s flagship couurse
we once attended, as studeents together,, in
which w
South Afr
frica. We are nnow students-tturned-teacherrs in
the never-ending life cyycle of learninng. For me, ass for
many in tthe ICI3D proogram, the meaaningful unionn of
the worldds of models aand data has beecome one off my
most fervvent passions.
E2M2 waas first born out
o of need. Knowing of my
previous involvement with ICI3D
D, my scienttific
collaboraators at Instiitut Pasteur of Madagasscar
d
a sim
milar
approacheed me with a request to develop
course off study on thhe island. In many ways, our
home. I aam nearing thee end of my P
PhD but only jjust
embarkinng on a lifetim
me of scientificc inquiry. Andd the
future loooks bright forr my return to
t Madagascaar—
with fivee years of goovernment graant money annd a
shiny poostdoctoral fe
fellowship gliistening on the
horizon. ““Hiverina ve?” my Malagassy friends ask me,
as I head to the airport. Are you comiing back?
“Masava ho azy,” I repply. “Hiverinaa foana.”

M
Malagasy couurse is a hyybrid of its two ICI3D
ppredecessors, Dynamical A
Approaches too Infectious
D
Disease, Dynaamics, and D
Data (DAIDD
D) and the
M
Meaningful Modelling
M
off Epidemioloogical Data
(M
MMED)—butt in other ways, like the country in
w
which it is based,
b
E2M2 is a thing oon its own.
M
Madagascar iss not called tthe Eighth Coontinent for
nnothing, and teeaching to its students requiires targeted
aapproaches annd language skills—both French and
M
Malagasy—unnique from thoose used in IICI3D. Like
m
me, many of Madagascar’’s quantitativee biologists
hhail from backkgrounds in field
f
ecology rather than
ppublic health and seek innstruction in a scope of
m
models beyoond those traditionally used in
eepidemiology. I love to learn new tthings, and
teeaching is the best way to llearn; teachingg E2M2 gave
m
me a unique oppportunity to ddiscover moree new things
aabout the worldd.
Itt is late Deceember as I wrrite this, and tthe days are
loong and sulttry in Madagascar’s capiital city of
A
Antananarivo. The exotic tang
t
of girofo
fo—cloves—
aand fresh vaniilla bean hanggs in the air, and Tana’s
m
market stalls aabound with ffestive tinsel and
a brightly
ccoloured papeer. Once morre, the holidaays call me
O
Of course, I alw
ways come baack.
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